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‘Tis the

season

Dearest military friends,

For those traveling this season, make
sure to check out our list of local

I

t’s hard to believe the holidays are

stores, coffee shops, and restaurants

already upon us. Each year things go

to try while you’re on the road. Or, if

faster and faster. As we speed past the

you are looking for a more intimate

fall festivities, making shopping lists

present, we’ve included options made

and filling up our calendars, I want to

from the hands of military spouse and

encourage you to take some time and

veteran-owned companies. We also

reflect on the truly important things.

included a compilation of unique gift
ideas for everyone on your list.

The memories made around the holidays
are what sustain us in the cold months

Enjoy these holidays with your family,

of early Spring, the lonely months of

whether blood relation or military

deployments, and the hectic months of

made. Gather close, cherish the time

PCSing. And while memories are often

together, take lots of pictures, and give

associated with gift-giving, they also

hugs. See you in 2020!

come in the form of experiences, as we
talk about in this gift guide.
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RECIPES

Military spouses share

sweet treats
| By Jor d a n Be n t o n

Mandy’s blueberry pie

T

he best part of the
holidays is the
focus on family and
food. Three Air Force
spouses want to make
your celebrations
sweeter with their
special holiday
desserts.

DIRECTIONS

of crust (make sure to mark a few

Wash blueberries, pat dry and add to

vent holes) and decorate as you wish.

“This recipe is a blueberry pie my

pie dish. In a separate bowl, combine

Coat pie crust with egg wash. Bake at

grandma made every Thanksgiving

sugar, cornstarch and cinnamon. Mix

375°F for 15-25 minutes (until golden)

and Christmas,” said Mandy Truesdale.

well. Add lemon juice and water. Pour

uncovered and then for another 30

“When she passed, I made it my mission

mixture over blueberries. Add top layer

minutes covered with foil.

to keep her legacy alive by recreating
her recipe every year. Family recipes
like this one bring a piece of ‘home’ to
wherever the military takes us.”

Pie crust recipe
(double recipe for top layer)
1½ cups flour
2 tbsp sugar
1/6 cup (2 tbsp + 2 tsp) cold Crisco (cubed)
1/3 cup cold butter (cubed)
¼ cup cold water

DIRECTIONS
In a food processor, mix flour, sugar,
butter and Crisco. Cold butter and
Crisco are key to a flaky crust. Once
combined, sprinkle in water and mix.
Chill dough for 30 minutes. Roll out.
Once crust is in the pie dish, sprinkle
with cornstarch to prevent soggy
dough.

Pie filling recipe
1 - 4 cups blueberries (fresh or frozen)
7 - 9 tbsp cornstarch (I used 9 tbsp for
4 cups of fresh blueberries)
3 tbsp water
2 tbsp lemon juice
½ tsp cinnamon
2/3 cup sugar
¼ tsp allspice (optional)
4
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Sofia’s pumpkin cookies
“Everything about these cookies
reminds me of the holiday season!”
said Sofia Temple. “The best part
about this recipe is that it’s vegan,
which means you can eat the cookie
dough raw. I went to college in
Colorado, where the falls and winters
were harsh. One of my best friends
introduced me to this recipe. The
pumpkin and cinnamon made me feel
so cozy. Years later, I continue to make
this recipe for my family in the colder
seasons and they are always a hit! This
particular time, I chose to add white
chocolate chips for fun, which made
it no longer vegan. That’s the beauty
about this recipe — you can mix,
match and substitute as you like, and it
will always come out delicious.”

INGREDIENTS
½ cup melted coconut oil
½ cup coconut sugar
(can substitute with brown sugar)
6 tbsp pumpkin puree
1 tsp
vanilla extract
1½ cups flour
¼ tsp salt
½ tsp baking soda
¼ tsp baking powder
1½ tsp cinnamon
¼ tsp nutmeg
½ cup dairy-free chocolate chips
½ cup pecans (optional)

DIRECTIONS
Heat oven to 350°F. Line baking sheet
with parchment paper. Set aside. In
a large bowl, mix melted coconut
oil, coconut sugar, vanilla extract,
pumpkin puree and flour until smooth.
Next, add your salt, baking soda,
baking powder, cinnamon and nutmeg
until combined. Fold in chocolate chips
and pecans. If dough looks and feels
a little oily, cover and refrigerate for
at least 10 minutes. Roll out dough
into tablespoon-sized balls and place
on baking sheet. They won’t spread
out too much while baking, so flatten
them a little after placing them down.
Bake for 8-10 minutes. Makes about 16
delectable cookies.
www.militaryfamilies.com
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RECIPES

Frosting recipe
1 cup powdered sugar
2 tsp milk
2 tsp light corn syrup
¼ tsp vanilla extract
food coloring (optional)

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 350°F. In a mixer,
cream the butter, cream cheese and

Amber’s festive
sugar cookies
“Growing up, we always decorated
Christmas sugar cookies as a family
and it was one of my favorite holiday
activities,” said Amber Lehnerz. “My
kids love Halloween, so I thought it
would be fun to mix things up and
bring this Christmas tradition to
October! Even though it’s usually

sugar until light and fluffy. Add the

Cookie recipe

egg, lemon zest, vanilla and almond

¾ cup
4 oz
1 cup
1
½ tsp
1 tsp
½ tsp
½ tsp
1 lemon
3 cups

extracts, and mix well. Add flour, salt

softened butter (1½ sticks)
softened cream cheese
sugar
egg
salt
baking powder
vanilla extract
almond extract
zest only
flour

and baking powder, and mix until
combined. Refrigerate the dough for
one hour. Roll dough onto floured
surface (dough should be about ¼ inch
thick) and cut out shapes. Bake for
7-9 minutes on parchment paper, then
transfer to wire rack. While cooling,
make the frosting. Stir the powdered
sugar and milk together until smooth.

a mess at their age, it’s worth it

Add in corn syrup and vanilla. Divide

watching them get excited about

into bowls and add food coloring, if

helping me and making their own

desired. Decorate however you wish,

creations.”

and enjoy!
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SHOPPING

| By Re b e cca A l win e

H

oliday shopping can be stressful, and with
each year that passes, it gets harder and
harder to find the perfect gift. Gift cards don’t
always cut it but as people adopt minimalist
lifestyles, shipping rates increase, and your
patience decrease, it’s a true challenge.

So, we put together a list with our
military friends in mind, whether
that be the person in uniform or
the one who supports them.

Check out a few of our
favorite gift ideas that
would make anyone happy!
www.militaryfamilies.com
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SHOPPING

For anyone & everyone
Have you ever wished that you could just
order a housekeeper and have them delivered
via Amazon Prime? Well, you can. Amazon
Home Services has done the hard work
for you by vetting local providers in your
neighborhood, creating a means to schedule
services, then you just add the service to
your cart. Everything from house cleaning to
treadmill assembly to iPhone repair. The last
one makes a great gift for teenagers.

Amazon Home Services

Eat Right

For the
always-on-the-go
person
Meal delivery services are all the rage
right now, especially since it offers a
healthier alternative to fast food. Don’t
have time to food shop or menu plan?
Know a military spouse who just had a
baby or is adjusting to a new routine?
Make their day a little easier by taking
the thinking out of dinnertime.

Blue Apron
8
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For the patriot
Shane Henderson, the son of a Vietnam
veteran, creates handmade metal art
products with America in mind. From
flags to freedom cabinets, all of his
products are made in the U.S.A.

The Speakeasy Vault
by Metal Art of
Wisconsin

For the
eco-conscious
friend
Adopting sustainable practices has
become a growing priority around
the world as the focus turns to taking
care of the one planet we call home,
so companies are finding useful ways
to produce the products we love in an
environmentally-friendly way.
Kallie & Co. was built by the vision of
Marine spouse Nadia Martinez. This
not-just-for-profit company has a
simple mission: to provide customers
with trendy, cruelty-free and ethically
products that never sacrifice style.
Check out the collection of flats and
moccasins for your fashionista friend
who also loves the environment.

www.militaryfamilies.com
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SHOPPING

For the witty
milspouse
Without humor, all we have
is orders to unknown duty
stations or unexpected
deployments cramping our
life’s plans. Make a fellow

Deployment hair don’t
care headbands by
Nomadic Nation

military spouse smile with

Successful Military
Marriage Candle by
Malicious Woman Co.

unique gifts that grab hold of
the humor of military life.

For the military
veteran

Personalized golf balls
by Golfballs.com

Shopping for the military
man or woman in your
life? There is no shortage
of creative options that
capitalize on love of service

Coloring with
Clausewitz adult
coloring book by
Doctrine Man

for these gift ideas.

Slim 3 Pocket Card
Wallet by Pingree
Detroit
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Tankard gift set
by Lucky Shot

Que collapsible
water bottle

For the
outdoor lover
Whether you have a loved one who is
big into fitness or want to encourage
your own family members to get
outdoors, these options are thoughtful
and have the environment in mind.
Mountain Mat was created when one
military family was stationed overseas.
They were inspired to create this
outdoor accessory that can be used at
the beach, for a picnic, or more!
The que collapsible water bottle is an
eco-friendly alternative to single use
water bottles.

Mountain Mat

For the readers
It’s the time of year to curl up with
a good book or take on a reading
challenge. Here are a few inspirations
from our own book shelf.
Cigars, Whiskey and Winning:
Leadership Lessons from
General Ulysses S. Grant
by Al Kaltman
The Last Train to London
by Meg Waite Clayton
The Long Road Home
by Martha Raddatz
No Man’s War: Irreverent
Confessions of an Infantry Wife
by Angela Ricketts
With the Old Breed
by E.B. Sledge
www.militaryfamilies.com
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| B y L iz a nn Ligh tfo o t

Naseem, Navy: I stood in line for two

W

hen service members spend the holidays deployed overseas, it is

hours to get Thanksgiving dinner on

difficult to find American traditions, but there are still many ways to

the USS Abraham Lincoln. I loved the

celebrate. These service members share their deployment holiday experiences

relaxing day out on the sea with all my

and the unique traditions that made them memorable.

shipmates. And second servings were
allowed, so we ate three plates and hit
the rack to sleep like a baby.

FOOD

Jeff, Army Ranger: I spent a couple

Ashley, Army: My aunt sent me

Christmases and Thanksgivings

naked sugar cookies, frosting, and

Shaun, Coast Guard: I was on a

overseas. As an officer, I took great

decorations so I could decorate

Coast Guard cutter in the Bering Sea

joy and honor in serving holiday

Christmas cookies while I was in

on a patrol that got extended past

meals to the guys I led. Holidays are

Afghanistan for the holidays. It was the

Christmas. We had a lot of king crab

sentimental to me. I missed my family

loneliest Christmas cookie decorating

from when we stopped in Dutch Harbor

but was honored in my calling to be

I’ve ever done, but it was so special

and we ate a ton of it on Christmas

where I was, with who I was, on the

and I’ll never forget it. It felt like a

day. Some of the crew found an old

mission we were on.

piece of home away from home.

Santa suit on the ship, too, and an old,
crusty gunner’s mate dressed up and
handed out homemade presents.
James, Army: I always loved getting
the seasonal flavors. My wife sent
pumpkin spice things and peppermint
to help me feel like it’s the holidays. I
normally do not like those, but when
you’re around the world in the desert it
is welcome.
12
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NEW TWISTS ON OLD TRADITIONS
and I was able to hand out gifts to
Amanda, Air Force: In Afghanistan, we

every single person, it was just silly

carved pumpkins for Halloween. My

happiness. It meant a lot to me to

friend got seeds, but we ended up with

do something for folks that were

only one tiny pumpkin. We asked our

struggling. Around the holidays,

interpreter if he could buy some for us.

I always felt a little helpless that

He got gourds because he was really

I couldn’t get them back to their

confused by our American tradition,

families. They were little gifts, but

but it looked the same in the pictures.

there was something about being able

Johnson, Army: My best memory was

to hand them each a gift with their

when I was a battery commander and

name on it. I think it was knowing

my wife, along with the FRG, sent a

the effort that went into it, that

small stocking for each paratrooper

people were thinking of us.

in the unit. They were stuffed with

Maiah, Army: On Halloween, we

small items and there was glitter glue

created costumes and some soldiers

for me to put each soldier’s name. It

had masks sent from home. For

just made the holiday feel a little more

Christmas, I pinned a Santa hat to my

personal for the whole battery.

head gear. I loved seeing my battle

Ian, Marine Corps: When I was

Christopher, Air Force: In 1991, I

buddies smile, even if only for a

deployed on ship the command did a

was new to Okinawa. It was the

moment.

Halloween night and showed a movie

first Christmas where I couldn’t be

Alan, Navy: I played Santa on

in the hanger bay. They also did big

“home.” There is nothing like building

Christmas Eve with little mini

meals for the major holidays and we

a “SAND-man” with friends on the

stockings my wife sent. I made

would be on a half day. They would

beach for the holidays.

everyone stop working for 10 minutes

allow us to wear civilian attire, and we

Kevin, Army: My wife’s mother and

and passed out the stockings that

were allowed to make calls home from

co-workers put together gifts for every

were filled with candy canes, granola

the POTS lines.

soldier in my company. There was a

bars, hot chocolate mix, etc. It was

Ryan, Air Force: I served on a special-

huge stack of boxes. When we came

the most normal we ever felt while

duty assignment for an Air Force

back inside the base at Christmas

deployed.

group called Tops In Blue, which was

UNIQUE DEPLOYMENT
EXPERIENCES

a traveling music review that put on
shows at Air Force installations. During

SPENDING TIME WITH
LOVED ONES

our 10-month tour, we performed
over 130 shows in over 120 locations.
That included performances on

Brianna, Air Force: Creating your

Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, New

own “family” overseas is the most

Year’s Eve, and smaller holidays. The

important. Some were sad they

program was designed to bring a little

were away from their kids, but

slice of home to military members

having people they worked with

serving overseas. I know it had a very

who understood made the biggest

positive impact on those who saw the

difference. We still cooked together for

shows, and an even greater impact

the holidays with what we could and

on those who were involved with the

did our own little gift exchange.

production.

Kyle, Air Force: My first deployment

Nichole, Air Force: Where I was

was over Christmas. My wife sent me

deployed, we were able to wear civvies

a mini tree with all the trimmings and

on American holidays so Christmas and

we Skyped and decorated our trees

New Year’s Day we could show a little
bit of who we were in our real lives.

together.
Ernie, Army: I was in Afghanistan

my three kids while they opened

Sometimes it is truly the simplest gifts

during Christmas but had Skype in

their presents. It eased the pain of

that make the biggest difference for

my room. I paid $90 a month for the

not being there in person. Best of all,

service members spending the holidays

internet but it was always iffy. On

the internet was perfect through the

overseas. These unique celebrations

Christmas morning I got to be on with

whole time … a Christmas miracle!

will be memories for years to come.
www.militaryfamilies.com
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CHILDREN’S CORNER
Please tell us about the
experience of you realizing you
wanted to write for fun and
become a published author.

Q&A

Well, I’ve always enjoyed writing.
People always told me, ‘Oh, you know
you should write,’ or ‘That was good.’
But I never really thought about it
until, you know you have those days at
work when you come home and you’re

Rescue dog inspires
Army wife to pen
children’s book

like, ‘What am I doing?’ I had a couple
of those days, and I sat down and just
started writing a story. … It was just
kind of an outlet for a bad day at work
and I found I enjoyed it. …
I’ve now published two adult romance
books and I’m writing the third. It’s
a series. It’s actually based in Reno
[Nevada] called “A Biggest Little
Love Story.” And that just kind of
snowballed in terms of these adult
series romances.

| By M a d d i e Do l an

J

oAnn Sky is a championed writer,
spouse of a retired Army Reserve

lieutenant colonel, and an advocate for
shelter animals.
While Sky is known for writing adult
romance novels — two that have
achieved finalist status in the Romance
Writers of America’s Golden Heart
Awards — she takes as much pride in
the children’s books she’s authored.
In fact, the first family dog that she
adopted while her husband was on
deployment inspired a series. During
the holidays, “Santa’s Dog” helps
share the story of her rescue husky
and the importance of pets to military
families around the world. Plus, a
portion of its sales go to animal rescues
across the nation.
In an exclusive interview, Sky talks
about her beginnings, where she wants
to go and who she wishes to inspire.

Sampson, the inspiration for “The Santa’s Dog” children
books series, pictured with Santa years ago. Courtesy photo.
14
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What do you ultimately
want to accomplish as a
writer?
A: That’s changed, right? At first it
was, I just want to write a book that
makes sense and is interesting. And
then write a book that people like. I
wanted to get published and find an
agent. But then I started writing these
children’s books.
If we can talk about what started out
“Santa’s Dog.” I enjoy it because I love
dogs, especially rescue dogs. We’ve
had several of them over the past 20
years since I’ve been married. I just
enjoy the fact that we can help the
rescue dogs. You know, do that theme
and still write these children’s books
that are just fun. They’re fun to write.

JoAnn Sky continues to
adopt rescue animals.
Pictured here are Macy and
Reese. Courtesy photo.

They’re fun to find an illustrator and
work with an illustrator. … It’s just
a good creative outlet that also has a
good purpose and that I just enjoy. It’s
a hobby that I’m hoping can turn into
something permanent.
bigger dog was letting this little puppy

How has your military
life impacted your
writing career?

crawl all over him and bite his paws,
and he was just sitting there, like,

How do you want “Santa’s
Dog” to be taken by the
people who read it?

‘This is cool.’ So, I adopted that big,
cool dog and brought him home. …

A: It has so many different paths,

A: It actually started the children’s

It was awesome. I didn’t go anywhere

right? It’s about rescue dogs and how

books. When my husband was deployed

without the dog even when friends

special they are, especially the older

for Operation Iraqi Freedom, we had

invited me over. We were, like,

ones. They are overlooked, which is a

just moved in to a new house in Vegas;

inseparable. …

shame because they are worth more.

a two-story house. And so suddenly I

Seven years later he crossed the

This one in particular is close to my

was in this house by myself. It was kind

Rainbow Bridge. We’re sitting around

heart because it’s about that military

of scary. And I thought, ‘I need a dog.’

toasting him, remembering him. And

experience about deployments. Maybe

I go to the shelter, and they had this

we start talking about this “Santa’s

it can help kids and families cope with

beautiful, black and white husky mix.

Dog” — because he was such a perfect

that because this dog literally helped

It was funny because I went into the

dog — who fell from a sleigh and got

me cope with it. And, plus, it’s a

shelter and this dog, Sampson, was

adopted by a military family. And we

Christmas story.

in this cage with this puppy. I was

talked about it for 10 years. … And

This one is just very close to my heart

walking by, and all the people stopping

then I finally did it one day. It’s been

because I know it’s true. This dog did

by were oohing and awing over this

brewing in my head for a decade. It’s

help me get through a tough time, and

little puppy. And what I noticed is this

based on a real dog.

build connections, and forced me to do
things when I probably wanted to just
stay shut up in the house feeling sorry

To purchase a copy of “Santa’s Dog” or
any other books JoAnn Sky has published,
visit www.joannsky.com.

for myself. It’s about how dogs can
help, and how dogs can heal, and how
dogs can bridge that connection for
military families and deployments. It’s
a deployment story. A homefront one.

www.militaryfamilies.com
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TRADITION

2019 Official White House Christmas
Ornament honors military history
| B y T iffa ny La w rence

S

ince 1981 the White House

Stewart McLaurin, president of the

Historical Association has released

Association since 2014 says, “Until

Quantico, Virginia, home of HMX-1.

a new Official White House Christmas

we started working on this ornament

Because of the particular connection

Ornament for the holiday season. It

I didn’t know that Eisenhower was

the 2019 ornament has to the military,

sequentially recognizes our nation’s

the first to take off and land on the

the Association has its first ornament

presidents and tells a historic story

south lawn. It’s a great reminder of his

corporate sponsor in Lockheed Martin.

of their presidential term. This year’s

presidency and those who serve our

Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin Company,

product has a military presence and

country. It’s very patriotic but also a

has made the presidential helicopter

is intended to show respect and

historic tribute.”

since 1957, making it a natural

appreciation for veterans and those
who serve.

partnership with Lockheed Martin, its
Opening each ornament is like

parent company.

unraveling a gift loaded with valuable
The ornament is an intricately-crafted

traces of history. The box includes

“It’s nice to have their support and

helicopter to represent the VCH-34

a booklet detailing the moments of

affirmation,” McLaurin acknowledges.

Army helicopter and HMX-1 Marine

Eisenhower’s term that impacted the

For many Americans, acquiring the

helicopter, which are the two executive

country, along with rarely known facts

ornament has become a holiday tradition.

flight helicopters that President

about his life. There are also photos

Eisenhower used regularly. Although

of the president landing on the south

“There’s a national following of people

he served as a five-star general in the

lawn and landing on board the USS Des

who collect them and give them

United States Army, he chose to use

Moines in 1959.

as gifts. I’ve learned from my own

both helicopters so as not to show

experience that once you start giving
In recent months, the Association

them, people expect to receive the next

has held military events to highlight

one the next year. Some people will get

Onlookers don’t usually give much

Eisenhower’s ornament. In September,

one from the year of their friend’s birth

thought when the president takes off

city officials and members of Congress

as a gift. We continue to make them so

and lands on the south lawn of the

gathered at Fort Rucker, Alabama,

if you come into our shop or go to our

White House, but the 34th President of

where Eisenhower’s Army helicopter

website you can buy ornaments all the

the United States was the first to brave

is held. The October event was held in

way back to 1981,” McLaurin said.

preference between branches.

this feat. The 2019 ornament, in his
honor, acknowledges his innovation
and the fact that he started this
tradition.

16
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To add this patriotic reminder to your tree or to start a collection,
visit https://www.whitehousehistory.org/2019.

PERSONAL TOUCH

| By Rebecca Alw ine

www.militaryfamilies.com
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PERSONAL TOUCH

Looking for thoughtful gifts made
from the talent of our community?
These are eight of our favorite things.

Love on Love Reiki-Infused
Bracelet
Empowered Energy

Cherry Breadboard
J.R. Salzman Wood Company

The Love on Love Reiki-Infused

Beautiful things come from

Bracelet represents the heart chakra

brokenness, as this veteran learned

energy, with the green and pink

after losing his right arm in 2006

coloring. It features a rose quartz on

in Iraq. Now, he makes beautiful

the bracelet. Each bracelet is one of a

creations from fallen trees, like this

kind, high-vibrational piece of jewelry,

gorgeous 20” x 6” cherry breadboard.

handmade by a military spouse.

The boards, like trees, are unique, and
embrace defaults and knots as part of
its character.

Modern Heirloom Quilts
Julie G. Benson
Quilts leave a legacy and are frequently
passed down from one generation
to the next. Create your own family
heirloom quilt by working with Julie
Benson. This military spouse designs
and makes fresh, modern quilts made
for function, style, and intentional use.
If you’re not sure what exact colors
your recipient would like, consider a
gift certificate for a custom quilt.

18
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Handmade Holiday Cards
ACouplePuns
A little laughter makes everything
better, even the holidays. These
“punny” holiday cards are scored,
folded, and packaged all by hand.
These creative hands belong to a
military spouse who strives to create
pun-based, sweet messages with
adorable drawings to make your
holidays complete.

The Patchwork Bear
Memory Bears
Wheels Tea Towels Gift Set
Belle and Union

Sometimes memories lie in t-shirts,
but they’re hard to cuddle up with.
This architect with a passion for
sewing now produces handmade

This beautiful set of three 18” x 24”

patchwork bears, crafted from personal

screen printed tea towels is a great gift

items. Send in an adult sized t-shirt

to give and receive this holiday season.

or a few child-sized t-shirts and a

This military couple has a romantic,

beautiful, handmade bear will return,

beautiful story of love, moving, and

ready to be loved.

finding what makes them happy. They
have a store front in San Antonio and
an online store full of amazing items to
make your house a home.

Perfectly Poised Pearl Necklace
Hope Design LTD

Custom State Calligraphy Print
Nomadic Nation

Like the military spouse, pearls take

Personalized gifts are all the rage and

years to form, which is the inspiration

these state prints are a great gift for

behind the perfectly poised pearl

everyone. Available in two sizes, 5 x

collection. This collection features

7 and 8 x10, you can tell the military

freshwater pearls mounted on .925

spouse behind Nomadic Nation all

sterling silver. Military spouses turn

about the special recipient. All of the

irritants, salt from tears, and unknown

details are customized to your order

elements into something beautiful,

and all states are available.

represented by these pearls.
www.militaryfamilies.com
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MILITARY LIFE

Military families

redefine
home
for the

holidays
| B y S a m a n t h a Pe t e rso n

Stuttgart, Germany
The Oates family, stationed at
Stuttgart, Germany, spent the early
years of their marriage enjoying tree
lighting ceremonies with both families
back home in Michigan. One long PCS
in the heart of Christmas season 2016,
while Alexandria Oates was 12 weeks
along with their first child, opened
their eyes to the magic of all that
European life had to offer.
“We absolutely love celebrating the
season in an authentic, European
way!” boasts Oates when describing
ski trips to Austria and tinkering about
the many Christmas markets around
their area. The family has visited over
15 countries while stationed abroad,
taking full advantage of living real
life in the idyllic gingerbread villages
propped up in window shops across the
United States.
Thousands of miles, and one big
blue ocean apart from their families,
they found a unique way to recreate
memories of American Christmas past.
“I bring a Christmas tree scented
candle wherever we are. The scent
alone creates the nostalgia we crave.”
While allowing dozens of European
cultures to permeate its way into their
current holiday tradition, another
portable trick to embrace their roots has
been opening two gifts each Christmas
Eve, just as they did back home.

Schofield Barracks, Hawaii
“Everyone brings their own traditions
to the table,” says Katelyn Sullivan
about the close-knit group she calls

H

olidays are stuffed with tradition

Their celebrations are full of the same

family on the island. Home for the

and a side of gathering with loved

joy, tradition and laughter found

Sullivan family is deep in the heart of

ones. At least that’s what most of the

in any home around the holidays.

Tennessee where southern breakfasts,

world does. However, as less than 1%

Friends become family and customs

traditional blessing of the meal

of the population, military families are

are exchanged, like gifts, replacing any

and dirty Santa games create their

yet again redefining what is normal.

yule tide blues. If life is what you make

nostalgia. Festivities they bring happily

Meet three families staying put this

it, these families know how to make it

with them throughout their military

holiday season.

wonder filled.

stations.
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Filling her home with love during this
year’s deployment is a smart tactic to
combat feelings of isolation for all.
“We have young spouses, away from
their families for the first time,
preparing feasts without generational
wisdom at their side. I created the
guide and open my own doors to help
eliminate some of that pressure,”
Nomann said. “We’ve kept nearly the
same schedule that happens at my
mom’s. We are all doing the same
thing together that day.”
Life on the island is costly, but

the sunny California coastline they

The resiliency of military families

friendship is free. “I have a whole new

call home base. Cooking is a year-

shines brightest during the holiday

appreciation for my crockpot,” she

round job for this military spouse

season as they adapt and overcome,

says, about her ability to prepare large,

entrepreneur, too. She’s whipping up

characteristics that become the norm

cost-effective meals. The Sullivans

a ‘How to Thanksgiving’ guide, her

for a demographic often faced with

began inviting single soldiers over

first publication after spending years

making the most of a hand dealt their

for southern holiday feasts the first

honing her culinary chops as a cake

way. And building new traditions in

year of their marriage. Opening their

artisan and seasoned home chef.

different parts of the world is one of
the great benefits of a lifestyle that

doors and hearts keeps their home
full of love, as it is in Tennessee. Staff

“I had over 12 pounds of turkey from

dictates zip codes. This year, whatever

Sgt. Sullivan proudly prays over the

cooking for the guide, so I went door to

your family chooses to do to mark this

gathering, like the leaders before him,

door asking the neighbors to give me

time of year, embrace the possibilities

bringing a sense of home and tradition

feedback while inviting them over for

around you — it may become your best

to young soldiers missing their own

the holidays,” she explained.

memory yet in this book of your life.

generational customs.
“Open your doors, and you’ll find
your heart becomes filled too.”
Adjusting to the second of two backto-back OCONUS assignments has
broadened the Sullivan’s perspective on
traditions.
“My friends from the Northwest
prepared a seafood feast one year. It
was so different from what I knew, but
every bit of home for them,” Katelyn
Sullivan said.

Fort Wainwright, Alaska
“Food is the story of my family;
it’s how we all show love,” Tiana
Nomann lovingly summarizes the
heart of holidays in her family. Home
for now is Fort Wainwright, Alaska,
which is a chilly transition from
www.militaryfamilies.com
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ENTREPRENEUR

She Swank Marketplace
Jacksonville, North Carolina &
Portsmouth, Virginia
https://sheswank.com/
As one of the original military spouse
brick-and-mortar stores, She Swank
Marketplace has built a name for

| B y Re b e c c a Alw in e

itself as the place to go for the perfect
gift, most of them made by a military
spouse. With two locations and an
online store, the Marketplace has
artisan gifts that will quickly launch
your gifts to the top of the “most
loved’ list. You can also shop online
if you’re not co-located, though we
highly recommend making the trip for
a visit.

we
irit in mind,
With that sp
it
r
our favo e
found some of
-owned
local, military
coffee shops,
restaurants,
o visit this
and stores t
n:
holiday seaso

I

n today’s instant gratification,
Amazon Prime shipping, get it done

society, 56% of holiday shopping will

Swatara Coffee Co.
Jonestown, Pennsylvania
https://swataracoffee.com/

AR Workshop
Evans, Georgia

be done online. But there’s something
to be said about walking into a local,

If you’re in the Fort Indiantown Gap

small business to physically make

area or passing through on the 78/81

a purchase and talk with the artist

route in Pennsylvania, make sure

AR Workshop Evans is the perfect place

or owner who built that brick-and-

you swing by Swatara Coffee Co. in

to go when looking for that unique

mortar location. It’s the holiday

Jonestown. This small-town, veteran-

gift. They have retail items from local

feeling that can’t be replicated with

owned coffee shop has locally-sourced

small businesses that feature some

Spotify and hot cocoa on your couch.

coffee and treats. And if you can’t

southern Georgia charm and they have

And there’s a sense of good cheer

swing by the shop, you can order some

completely customizable DIY projects.

you get knowing you supported an

whole bean Shoo-Fly Pie coffee to brew

You can order one or, for a real treat,

entrepreneur who is working hard to

at home. (They ship to APO/FPO too,

go in and make it yourself. Get a gift

grow their vision.

because they get it.)

certificate for a friend and go together!
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https://www.arworkshop.com/evans/

Pressed – A Creative Space
Fayetteville, North Carolina
https://pressednc.com
For the past four years, Pressed – A
Creative Space has been providing
the downtown Fayetteville with the
perfect place to share the edginess and

Hoppin’ Grape Wine Bar

uniqueness of all who walk through

Sierra Vista, Arizona

their doors. They feature items from

http://www.hoppin-grapes.com/

both national and local businesses,
rotating frequently to keep things fresh

If you’ve ever been stationed at Fort

and new. They like products that tell

Huachuca, you know how hard it is

a story and make a difference in the

to find a good place to hang out while

world, kind of like the military family.

Blossom Lane Farm
Pensacola, Florida & Baker, Florida
https://www.blossomlanefarm.com

drinking a glass of wine. Military
spouse Kristine Wolfe traded in her

Blossom Lane Farm home to Clay and

law career for a wine bar when her

Jonalyn Carver, is a flower farm. In

spouse “made” her move out west.

early 2019, they converted 10 acres of

Now Hoppin’ Grapes is quite literally

their land in the panhandle of Florida

hopping. From card games to tastings

to sustainably grow flowers. Their

to retirement parties, this is the place

goals include the desire to make the

to be. You can also shop their great

world more beautiful while working

collection and take it home.

together and reconnecting after a
military career. Their flowers are

Meriwether’s

available at the Palafox Market in

Leavenworth, Kansas

Pensacola each Saturday, and in 2020
they’ll open the farm twice a year for

http://www.meriwetherscoffeeshop.com/

visitors.
If you’re looking for a one-stop-

Z&M Twisted Vines Wines
and Winery

shop of cute, coffee, and community,
Meriwether’s is it. Here, you’ll find a

Leavenworth, Kansas

place to meet new friends, shop locally
sourced items, and eat some natural,
real food. Grab the perfect gift for your
holiday soiree—or your mother-in-law

http://www.zmtwistedwines.com

Ubora Coffee
Augusta, Georgia

When two people marry, their lives

who surprised you with a visit—and

https://uboracoffee.com/

come together. For US Army Major

unwind with a sweet treat and organic,

Andre, Phillip, Tony, Walter, and

Bryan Zesiger and Gina Montalbano,

fair-trade, locally-roasted coffee.

Danielle have two things in common.

that meant mixing his military

Their love for coffee and their time

background and her Italian heritage with

in service in the US Military. They

their shared love of wine and forming

combined forces to operate Ubora

Z&M Wines. The couple settled in

Fayetteville, North Carolina

Coffee in Augusta, Georgia where they

Leavenworth, Kansas and all Z&M wines

https://www.lakegastonbrew.com/

roast their own coffee and cultivate a

are locally grown, sourced, and bottled

culture where everyone is welcome.

on location. They’re a fixture of their

Army veteran Darrin Jones combined

Their coffee is also available online and

local community, regularly hold events

forces with fellow veteran and

wholesale, but the best cup is served

at their store downtown, and like to hire

brewmaster Troy Rassmussen to bring

inhouse.

military spouses and veterans.

Lake Gaston Brewing
Company

downtown Fayetteville epic beer. Lake
Gaston Brewing Company is a stone’s
throw from Fort Bragg and promises
you cold, craft beer, delicious food, and
the perfect place to create some new
memories.

Military-owned businesses are frequently local, small businesses too. Sure,
they often have an online storefront, which we are grateful for when we
move away, but they also thrive on seeing your face when you walk in the
door. This holiday, shop small and buy local to support the local economies
near where the military calls home.
www.militaryfamilies.com
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MONEY
or taking the little moments. That’s
what we really try to focus on — little
moments, little things. And the little
things turn out to mean the most,” she
explained.
Their stocking exchange tradition
began after the birth of their daughter,
a life event that had a significant
impact on their finances. In addition
to concerns about money, they were
tiring of the pressure to find big gifts
for one another. As a military family
frequently on the move, they didn’t
want or need extra possessions.
With a similar focus on personal values
and priorities, Army wife and mother
of two Amanda Sedivy says that she
and her husband spend money on
traveling to see family rather than
buying gifts.
Over the last 10 years of their marriage,
the Sedivy family has undergone four
PCS moves to three different states,
all of which separated them from their
families. They are currently living in
Georgia, several hours’ drive away
from both sets of their parents.
“In lieu of presents, if we go visit
[relatives] at Christmas, we ask them
not to get gifts for us since we won’t be
getting gifts for them; travel expenses
eat into that budget,” Sedivy said.

| B y J e n n B e da rd

The transient lifestyle that comes
with being a military family, and the
lack of control over where they move,
make it difficult to spend time with

H

oliday spending is expected to

and honor what they value most.

loved ones. Ultimately, the Sedivy
family prizes time together more than

reach an all-time high this year,

raising both the profits for retailers

Coast Guard spouse Loren Provoyeur,

material possessions — and they want

and the stakes for families. But not

an Army veteran, tries to limit spending

their holiday practices to support those

everyone can afford to “keep up with

and keep gift-giving in check. She

values.

the Kringles” when it comes to holiday

and her husband exchange stocking

celebrations. And, more importantly,

stuffers, observing both cost and size

“As a family, we’re happy being

not everyone wants to.

limits: Everything must fit inside the

with each other and we’re not really

stocking and cost less than $100.

materialistic. Like my husband says,
‘Everything is just things.’”

Many families are taking holiday
matters into their own hands, devising

“It’s all about the little things. You

unique traditions and rituals that

apply that in your relationship, you

Last year, they opened savings

enable them to maximize time together

apply it in your job — small victories

accounts for their children and
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started encouraging family members
to contribute. Funds in the account
can be used for experiences like trips
to Six Flags or the movies when the
family reunites. This enables them to
spend time together and create new
memories.
“Because we don’t get to see family
members maybe once or twice a year,
[the kids] seem to get that it’s better
to spend time with somebody than to
get a whole bunch of gifts… the phone
calls, the video chats are only so much
-- it doesn’t actually replace being
with somebody,” she said.
In a similar way to the Sedivy family,
Joelle Cuprak and her husband, an
Army couple, practice gift-giving that
focuses more on experiential gifts than
material ones.
In past years, for their nieces and
nephews, they have bought tickets to
Mount Vernon and “Disney on Ice,” as
well as craft kits and educational toys
like a child-sized piano. For Cuprak’s
mother and father-in-law, they gifted
plane tickets to Nova Scotia for a
weekend stay at an inn.
“We’re still spending the money, it’s
just being spent in a different way
instead of just on stuff,” Cuprak said,
In addition to prizing quality time
with family, they are also driven by

This may positively influence their

yield a lasting sense of joy for her, one

environmental concerns.

family relationships, according to

unique tradition did: Her favorite part of

results from a study published in

Christmas was “Junk Night,” when her

“I’m trying to go a little bit greener

the Journal of Consumer Research,

family would decorate the tree and eat

with my purchases and not have

experiential gifts have a greater impact

cheese, chocolate fondue and appetizers.

so much waste … I’d rather have

on strengthening relationships than

somebody experience something that

material gifts.

they’ll remember and have those

“That tradition has just stuck … I love
junk night!”

memories than just have a bunch of

When reflecting on her own

stuff just sitting there,” she said.

experiences as a child celebrating

For Cuprak, it is important for her

Christmas with abundant gifts, Cuprak

holiday traditions to be authentic

This year, her parents are taking the

remembers a distinct feeling of

and meaningful, rather than simple

family on a cruise to Mexico. Cuprak

disappointment. “There was always so

performances and attempts to live up

and her brother have decided to fund

much stuff under the tree, but it was

to others’ holiday expectations.

an excursion on one day of the cruise.

just stuff and it wasn’t satisfying.”

This way, the family can spend time
together and share new experiences.

“That’s what this time is for: To be
While material possessions didn’t

with family,” she added.
www.militaryfamilies.com
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FAMILY

Gifting memories
| B y Ca rla O liv o

W

e all have that one person on our gift list who has just about everything.

Last Christmas, my husband and kids

You know the one. They have all that they need, or they are just plain

gave me tickets to watch my favorite

hard to buy for. A new trend might just be the answer for your hard-to-buy-

football team. It was totally unexpected,

for person is an experience: Instead of a sweater or a gift card, more and more

especially since as a military family, we

people are opting to gift experiences.

are not living in our home state. So, my
family waited until my team came to
town. It was a great gift!

How to gift an experience
Experiences create
lasting memories

One big misconception is that an
experience gift has to be expensive.
Not necessarily. You can purchase a

When trying to think of a unique gift

community class or workshop for as

for that hard-to-buy-for person,

low as $20. For example, if you have

consider their interests first. A

a friend that dabbles in photography,

history buff might enjoy a lecture

a course at a local community college

on World War II strategies. A runner

might be perfect.

might appreciate a registration in an
upcoming local race.

If your spouse loves to go to the movies,
you could place movie in a gift basket

Another consideration is the things or

with popcorn, candy, and a gift card

experiences they can’t or wouldn’t do

from a local restaurant. Or, step it up a
notch with passes to a film festival.

on their own. A couple with a newborn

More ideas than money

might appreciate complimentary
babysitting. A beginner writer would

Coast to Coast Interiors LLC Owner

You’ll probably run out of money

love a private session with a local

Susan Bourassa says experience gifts are

before you run out of ideas. You can

author. A ride in a helicopter at sunset

becoming more and more common and

push the upper limits of your wallet

would make a memorable gift for just

gift-givers are getting quite creative.

with unique experiences, such as a hot

about anyone.

air balloon ride or a safari in Africa.
“I had a mom bid on a staging

But you can also be budget conscious.

Sometimes a great gift isn’t an

consultation that I had donated to a

If a friend is a newshound who loves

experience but rather a feeling. A

silent auction. She won the bid and

watching the local broadcast, you

heartfelt letter could be treasured

gave it to her son, who was moving, as

might be able to wrangle a tour of the

for years to come, especially if the

a Christmas gift,” she said.

station. If your spouse loves to cook,

recipient didn’t realize the impact

perhaps you could talk a local chef into

they’ve had on the gift giver. A photo

offering a private culinary session.

session is another idea for the family

Bourassa says more and more she is

who rarely has the time to get a

getting calls from people who want to
gift a home styling session.

For those who love adventure, zip-

portrait done for their own.

lining, sky diving, or bungee jumping
“This is a gift for someone who either

are all popular experience gifts. A

What many like about gifting an

may not know how to style their home

writing workshop, a cake decorating

experience is it shows how much time

or may not have the time,” she added.

class, or a gardening seminar might

and energy went into the gift. It is not

be a welcome gift for creative types.

one size fits all, but instead requires

This would be a great thing to add to

Dance lessons, wine tastings, or a six-

the gift giver to think outside the box

your holiday list if you know someone

course meal prepared by a chef also

and sometimes go to great lengths to

expecting a PCS this year.

make great experience gifts.

put together a memorable experience.
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